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Abstract: The present study reports on a series of laboratory experiments aiming to understand
and to optimize the deployment of seawall defences over low-lying coral reef flats. The study is
performed in a purely cross-shore configuration, with varying wave forcing, water depth, and seawall
shapes and positions along the reef flat. The observations reveal the individual and combined effects
of the external parameters. A higher seawall efficiency is reached for low waves, shallow water depth,
seaward position, and a stepped seawall shape. A dimensionless formulation is proposed to predict
the short wave transmission coefficient dependency on the seawall freeboard, incoming wave height,
berm width, and seawall shape.

Keywords: reef flat; seawall; wave transmission; optimal shape; laboratory experiments

1. Introduction

Mainly found along tropical and subtropical coastlines, coral reefs provide a major
form of shelter for low-lying coastal areas against marine hazards, including submersion
and wave damages during tropical storms, cyclones, and tsunamis. The sustainability of
coastal coral reefs is now threatened by the effects of global warming, ocean acidification,
plastic debris, and human actions [1–3]. The potential degradation (smoothing, patchiness,
and flattening) of shallow water coral colonies, combined with the rise of the sea level, is
expected to increase the exposure of coastlines [4] leading to higher risks of damages to
natural and engineered structures, and flooding and salinization of coastal aquifers [5].
In many situations, hard engineering structures will remain the most relevant solution
to protecting the shore from the ocean’s attack. Optimizing the deployment of coastal
defences is therefore essential to prevent further damages while avoiding excessive costs
and consumption of materials (generally locally made coral concrete [6]).

The defence design is currently a crucial issue for many low-lying coral islands such
as closed coral atolls, where in the absence of well-developed reef passes, channel-basin
systems have been directly dug into the reef flat to ensure boat access for all island supplies.
A typical illustration of such a system at Reao island, French Polynesia, is displayed in
Figure 1. The seawalls here play a direct role on wave buffering, but they also affect, by
controlling the transmitted energy and the water mass, the intensity and stability of the
return flow in the channel, which is a major threat for boat navigation and berthing. The
wave conditions at the time of the picture were typical of well-developed swell conditions,
but not a particularly energetic event, according to local fishermen (no wave data were
available in this remote area). One notes that the submersion of most defences, including
the 2.4 m high stepped wall in the red frame.
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Figure 1. Channel-basin system in the Reao fringing reef French Polynesia—Courtesy of A.Para,
ODEWA.

While a vast body of literature exists on wave force and stability issues in the design of
breakwaters [7–15], together with the parameterization of overtopping for simple seawall
shapes [15–17], a few studies have been dedicated to the shape optimization [18]. Most
existing seawalls can be classified as vertical, sloping, stepped, or curved types (these
latter include the so-called ‘’non-overtopping” design) [19–24]. Furthermore, the seawall
effectiveness is strongly dependent on the local deployment and hydrodynamic conditions,
making direct comparisons delicate [18]. The main trends can be summarized as follows.

• Vertical seawalls maximize wave reflection but can be exposed to direct flip-through
impact, inducing high pressure peaks and structural damages [25]. Other typical
drawbacks are strong scouring at the seawall toe [26], and jet and aerosol production.

• Sloping seawalls reduce wave reflection compared to the vertical seawall, lowering
the scouring risk and impact pressure [27], but they are less efficient in limiting
overtopping (the ramp effect).

• Stepped seawalls have the same advantages as sloping seawalls (less impact and
scouring), but are expected to favor wave dissipation.

• Curved seawalls are generally designed to promote destructive interaction between
the incoming and reflected waves, and to reduce impact pressure [28]. While curved
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walls are expected to show better performance, they are more complex to build and
maintain [24].

Compound designs have also been proposed, such as the combination of a stepped/
curved profile at the lower/upper part of the seawall profile, potentially providing the ad-
vantages of both shapes (wave breaking and reflection) and minimizing the disadvantages
(ramping and impact) [19,20].

In addition to the sparse knowledge of the shape effect, the specific configuration
of seawall systems deployed on coral reef flat remains undocumented. On natural reef
systems, being barrier or fringing reefs, the wave dynamics show remarkable features when
compared to the more classical case of sand beaches. The steep slope observed on forereefs
induces more violent plunging wave breaking [29–33], leading to an increased wave setup,
while the shallowness and the roughness of the reef flat system are associated with an
increased degree of dissipation and spectral energy transfers [34–43]. Waves and water
levels are then intrinsically and non-linearly connected all across the reef system. Starting
at the breaking point, the main trends are an attenuation of short waves (SW), an increase of
the mean water level, and the development of long infragravity (IG) waves [44]. However,
the coupling between the driving physical processes (reflexion, breaking, friction, and
non-linear transfers) controlling wave transformation are strongly non-linear [37], and are
dependent on the local hydrodynamical and morphological features. This complex coupled
evolution of waves and the water level is therefore a major obstacle for the prediction of
the exposure level of any defence placed on the reef flat.

The aim of the present study is to decipher, under controlled conditions, the hydro-
dynamical functioning of a seawall deployed on a fringing reef flat. To address this issue,
direct field studies should be ruled out, considering their cost and environmental impact,
while numerical models able to reach sufficient resolution to decipher the shape effect [18]
are still unusable at the full reef system scale. The approach followed here is to use labora-
tory wave flume experiments to understand the seawall effect on the wave field, focusing
on the role played by shape and position. Section 2 describes the experimental setup,
including the instrumentation and methods. Section 3 presents the results, while Section 4
provides a discussion and outlines the prospects.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

Experiments were carried out in the CASH (Canal Aero-Sedimento- Hydrodynamics)
wind-wave flume Seatech engineering school, University of Toulon [45]. The flume has
a length of 6m and a width of 0.5m. It was equipped with an idealized fringing reef
bathymetry (Figure 2A) made of (i) a 2.5 m length flat horizontal bottom, (ii) a 0.5 m length
linear sloping forereef (slope of 0.35), (iii) a 2.5 m length and 0.18m height horizontal reef
flat, and (iv) a dissipative beach. The reef bed, including the forereef, the reef flat, and the
dissipative beach, was made of a plastic LEGO® baseplate covered by a regular layout
of 1.6cm height plastic cubes arranged in alternating gridlines (Figure 2B,C), showing an
overall roughness standard deviation of 0.6 mm.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup. (A): Bed profile and instrumentation. (B) and (C): Reef flat and forereef
covered in plastic cubes. (D): Stepped seawall on the reef flat. (E): Tested seawall shapes.

2.2. Test Cases
2.2.1. Wave and Depth Conditions

Irregular waves, based on a JONSWAP spectrum (γ = 6), were produced using a
piston wave maker in the flat bottomed section of the flume. Each run lasted 5 min. Four
experimental water depth cases and five experimental wave cases with different wave
characteristics were performed, aiming to cover a wide range of seawall exposure (Table 1).
For a given wave forcing, the actual significant height of the generated wave depends on
the water depth (deeper conditions at the wave maker produces slightly higher waves).
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Table 1. Hydrodynamic conditions for the test cases.

Reef Flat Depth (cm) Total Depth (cm)

SWL1 3 21
SWL2 4.5 22.5
SWL3 6 24
SWL4 7.5 25.5

Hs (cm) Tp (s)

W1 1.98–2.5 0.8
W2 3.2–4.28 1
W3 4.43–5.77 1
W4 4.74–6.37 1.2
W5 7.22–8.66 1.4

2.2.2. Seawall Shapes and Positions

For each wave/depth condition, five seawall shapes and three seawall positions were
systematically tested (Figure 2D,E):

• Curved front seawall (CFS),
• Stepped seawall (STS),
• Sloping seawall with a slope of 45° (SLS).
• Vertical seawall (VS).
• Compound seawall with a stepped part at the toe and a curved part at the top of the

structure (CS).

Three asymmetric seawalls were actually built (Figure 2E) and flipped to expose the
selected face to the incoming wave. All seawall shapes were built in PVC with a 8 cm crest,
and filled with lead beads to ensure stability. The smooth PVC surface ensured that the
study focused on the effect of shape only, without additional surface-roughness dissipation.
Each seawall was tested at three different positions, defined from the shoreward end of the
flume: near the reef crest (X = 2.68 m), in the middle of the reef flat (X = 1.79 m), and near
the shoreline (X = 0.89 m) (Figure 2A).

2.3. Instrumentation and Data Processing

Free surface elevation measurements were performed using 14 resistor-type wave
gauges arranged as shown in Figure 2, with an acquisition frequency of 100 Hz. Data pro-
cessing was carefully conducted in order to maintain the original wave characteristics while
separating the short waves (SW) and infragravity waves (IG). Each elevation timeseries
was processed using a Fourier transform. The resulting spectral density of variance was
integrated on the short waves (SW) band of 0.5Fp < F < 1.5Fp to obtain the corresponding
significant wave height Hs. The lower limit at 0.5Fp was selected because a clear energy
drop was observed between the short and long (infragravity) bands for all wave and depth
conditions.

2.4. Estimation of Seawall Efficiency

Estimating the efficiency of a seawall in a realistic reef flat context remains a challenge,
owing to the fact that the seawall is integrated within a natural system already affected
by a strong wave dissipation and fluctuation of the free surface at various time scales
(SW, IG, and wave setup). The seawall implementation on the reef flat may not only act
as a local filter of wave energy, but is expected to affect several processes acting in wave
transformation (reflexion, breaking, and harmonic transfers). Therefore, the assessment of
seawall efficiency requires a quantification of the defence-induced modification applied on
the reef system as a whole. Moreover, in many situations observed in Polynesian atolls,
seawalls are exposed to regular submersion during typical wave events, as illustrated
by Figure 1, without the need to reach extreme wave conditions. In this context, the
defence will act as a partly submerged breakwater. In addition, a focus point of the
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present study was to characterize the remaining wave agitation downstream of the seawall.
For these reasons, instead of assessing the seawall effect in terms of the overtopping
discharge [46–48], the seawall efficiency was here quantified by the global transmission
coefficients Kt (Equation (1)), defined as the ratio between the deep water and the shoreline
wave heights. Higher transmission coefficients were then associated with a lower defence
efficiency.

The SW transmission coefficient is given by:

Kt =
Hs

Ho
(1)

where Ho is the deep-water wave height calculated from the linearly deshoaled free surface
measurement average of the two wave gauges closest to the wave maker, and Hs is the
shoreline SW height. In order to distinguish the seawall effect from the free reef functioning,
normalized transmission coefficients Ktn were defined as the ratio between transmission
coefficients with the seawall Kt and without the seawall Ktr.

Ktn =
Kt

Ktr
(2)

The estimation of the transmission coefficient can be affected by secondary wave
reflection at the wave maker, through possible changes in Ho due to differential wave
height modulation. For given depth and wave forcing conditions, the average fluctuation
of Ho is 2.9%. This remains weak compared to the effects of seawall shape and position on
Kt highlighted hereafter, and should therefore not drastically affect the main interpretations.

2.5. Scaling Strategy

The laboratory experiments did not aim to provide a comprehensive scaling of the fine
wave impact dynamics at the real scale, but rather, to assess the overall hydrodynamical
defence effect under controlled conditions. The focus was placed on the relevancy of condi-
tions for wave propagation over the reef flat (0.07 < kh < 0.25), wave shape (0.2 < ka < 0.4),
and breaking features (surf similarity parameter 1 < ξ < 2, with xi = tanβ/

√
H/Lo, β

being the forereef slope, H being the breaker height, and Lo being the deep water wave
length). The Froude scaling indicates that the scaling ratio between nature and laboratory
was 1

30 for the vertical scale and 1
60 for the horizontal scale. Therefore, the real-scale depths

are 6.3 to 7.65 m at the toe of the forereef, and 0.9 to 2.25 m over the reef flat, while the
real-scale offshore wave heights range from 0.6 to 2.6 m. Note that the waves are generated
at the wave maker under intermediate depth conditions. The experimental setup being
focused on shallow wave dynamics, from the breaking over the forereef to the beach, the
transformation from deep water up to the forereef is out of the scope of the present study.
As for most wave flume experiments, the Reynolds number similitude is impossible to
achieve.

3. Results
3.1. Overview
3.1.1. No-Seawall Cases

Figure 3 depicts the cross-shore profiles of significant wave height in SW bands,
respectively, for four illustrative cases with low (SWL1) and high (SWL4) water levels and
weak (W1) and strong (W5) wave forcing. Note that the zero for the y-axis corresponds
to the still water level for each case. We first focus on the description of the reference
no-seawall tests (see the black dashed lines in Figure 3). The aim of the analysis is not to
precisely decipher each physical process acting in the wave dynamics on the reef system,
which has already been detailed in dedicated studies [34–37,49,50], but rather, to assess
the relevancy of the present reef system in reproducing the common hydrodynamics
observed on typical fringing reef systems before exploring the effect of the seawall. As
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expected in such environments [37,51,52], the SW profiles show a strong dependency to
both deep water wave forcing and depth. For weak wave and shallow reef flat conditions
(Figure 3A), wave breaking occurs over the upper forereef. The attenuation rate, due to the
combined effects of friction and breaking dissipation and non-linear energy transfers, is
moderate: half of the incident wave height is attenuated at around X = 230 cm, and 18%
remains at the shore. Increasing the water depth (Figure 3C) leads to a strong decrease of
wave dissipation. No breaking-induced inflexion of the wave height profile is observed,
indicating that most of the attenuation should be attributed to frictional dissipation. This
observation is confirmed with the estimation of the breaking parameter γ, defined as the
ratio between the local wave height and depth, which remains below 0.3 throughout the
reef system. The remaining wave height at the shore is about 54 % of the incident wave
height. Increasing the wave energy has a drastic effect on the SW profile ((Figure 3B,D). The
breaking point is clearly identified, with a nearly constant position over the forereef (about
X = 320, see Figure 3B,D) regardless of the water depth due to the very strong bottom
slope [49]. Offshore of the breaking point (X > 320 cm), the SW height profile displays
spatial modulations due to the combined effects of shoaling and partial reflection. Onshore
of the breaking point, the wave attenuation is first governed by breaking dissipation over
the forereef (260 cm < X < 320 cm). Decreasing the water depth (Figure 3b vs. Figure 3d)
leads to a stronger dissipation rate in the surf zone, due to a more violent plunging breaking.
The remaining SW heights at the shore are 8% and 21% of the offshore wave height for the
shallow and deep cases, respectively.

Figure 3. Cross-shore profiles of SW in the no-seawall reference cases (black dashed line) and seawall
cases at position (B) (colored solid lines). (A–D): SWL1/W1, SWL1/W5, SWL4/W1, and SWL4/W5
cases, respectively. The zero for the y-axis corresponds to the still water level for each case. The red
dot indicates the seawall position, when present. Note that the breaking point in (A,B,D) is located at
around X = 320 cm, i.e., near the mid forereef slope, which is not represented here, see Figure 2 for
complete bottom profile.
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3.1.2. Seawall Cases

In each studied case, the seawall has a drastic effect on the wave dynamics. Illustrative
cases with the seawall in Position B are depicted in solid lines in Figure 3, with colors
indicating the seawall shape. First, it is worthwhile to mention that the seawalls do not only
show a local buffering effect, but they also strongly affect the upstream wave field due to
reflection and complex wave–structure interaction. This is particularly visible under strong
wave conditions (Figure 3B,D) where a spatial modulation of the wave height is observed,
leading to a decrease of wave height just upstream of the obstacle when compared to
the no-seawall case. This observation reinforces the need to use a global approach at the
reef scale to understand the seawall effect. In the small wave and shallow depth case
(Figure 3A), an abrupt drop is observed on the SW profile. Regardless of the seawall type,
most of the incoming energy is filtered and only residual agitation is measured downstream
of the seawall (Hs < 0.1 cm). The wave damping decreases with increasing incoming wave
height or water depth. The distinct effects of depth and wave condition are observed when
comparing Figure 3B,C with Figure 3A, respectively. While forced by different conditions
(small depth/large wave vs. large depth/small waves), both the SWL1/W5 and SWL4/W1
cases show similar levels of agitation downstream of the obstacle (Hs about 0.3 cm at
the shore). Combining large waves and deeper conditions (Figure 3D) leads to a higher
transmission of SW energy toward the shore (Hs = 1 cm).

3.2. Transmission Coefficients

Figure 4 depicts the transmission coefficient Kt for each considered case: the water
depth (x-axis), wave condition (rows), seawall position (columns), and seawall shape
(colored markers). The reference no-seawall conditions are shown in black dots. The free
(no-seawall) reef system shows the expected increase of SW dissipation for shallow depths
and large waves. In most cases, the transmission coefficients are significantly lowered by
the implementation of the defence. The seawall effect first shows a marked dependency on
depth: the larger the depth, the greater the transmission coefficient. For a small depth, Kt
remains below 0.07 regardless of the wave forcing, or the seawall shape of position. An
increasing depth leads to an increase of Kt, with a further dependency on wave forcing
and seawall position. For small waves and shallow depths, the seawalls show similar
performances regardless of their positions. Increasing wave forcing and water depth leads
to a differential behavior depending on the seawall position: the more shoreward the
seawall, the weaker the transmission coefficient. Overall, the most unfavorable case is
reached when combining a large depth, high waves, and an offshore seawall position, for
which the transmission coefficient is quite close to the one obtained in the no-seawall case.

Finer information is gained on the seawall shape effect by computing the normalized
transmission coefficient Ksw

tn (Equation (2)); see Figure 5. Strong variations are observed,
with Ksw

tn ranging from 9 to 88%. The previous trends are confirmed: the wave transmission
over the seawall is promoted by large waves, a large depth, and an offshore-located seawall.
An additional sensitivity to the seawall shape is observed. The best overall performance in
terms of SW attenuation is reached for STS and CS, which shows a 5 to 25% lower Ksw

tn than
the SLS and CFS types. VS show variable efficiency, with the best performances reached at
low water depths.
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Figure 4. SW transmission coefficient vs. reef flat water depth. Water depth, wave condition, seawall
position, and seawall shape are depicted with the x-axis, rows, columns, and colored markers,
respectively. Note the difference in y-axis scale.
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Figure 5. Normalized SW transmission coefficient vs. reef flat water depth. Water depth, wave
condition, seawall position, and seawall shape are depicted in x-axis, rows, columns, and colored
markers, respectively. Note the difference in y-axis scale.

3.3. Kt Relationship to External Parameters

Following previous works carried out on overtopping issues [46,48,53], we propose
here an empirical formulation aiming to predict the transmission coefficient as a function
of the external parameters of the system. We first define the dimensionless freeboard R∗ as

R∗ =
Rc

Ho
(3)

where Rc is freeboard. Two reductions factors γl and γs are formed to account for the effect
of the berm width and the seawall shape, respectively, defined as:

γl =

√
X
λ

(4)
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where X and λ are the cross-shore distances between the seawall and the reef crest, and the
wave length on the reef flat. The best predicting model is obtained for

Kt = 0.017(R∗γsγl)
−0.5 (5)

The shape factor γs is fixed at 0.85, 0.9, 1, 1.1, and 1.3 for SLS, CFS, VS, CS, and STS,
respectively, based on an optimization of the linear determination coefficient between Kt
and (R∗γsγl)

−0.5.
Figure 6 depicts the relationship between Kt and (R∗γsγl)

−0.5. The linear determina-
tion coefficient is 0.85, confirming the validity of the parameterization for the whole dataset.

0 5 10 15

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

CFS

STS

SLS

VS

CS

Figure 6. Transmission coefficient vs. R∗. The symbols denote the seawall type.

4. Discussion

Building upon previous research on seawall–wave interactions, this study presents
a detailed quantification of wave attenuation by a single seawall defence deployed on an
archetypal reef flat. The study has been carried out in controlled laboratory experiments,
which currently remains the only possible approach, allowing for a careful assessment of
the seawall effect at the complete reef system scale. The seawall efficiency is addressed
here in terms of the wave transmission coefficient Kt, in order to cover a large range of
submersion conditions forced by irregular wave fields and varying mean water levels. The
main findings can be summarized as follows:

• The seawall efficiency, measured in terms of the transmission coefficient, is intrinsically
linked to its level of exposure, and therefore, to the coupled dynamics of wave and
water depth across the reef system.

• Higher efficiencies are reached for a low water level and a low incoming wave height.
• As a consequence, the more onshore the seawall, the stronger the wave attenuation.
• The experimental results confirm the recent numerical observations [18] showing

that that a stepped seawall shape is more efficient than vertical, sloping, and curved
seawall shapes.

• The additional compound seawall shape tested here shows good performance, but it
does not surpass the results reached with a stepped seawall.

• A simple monotonic Kt prediction formula is proposed to represent the overall effect of
the main external factor controlling the seawall efficiency: the freeboard, the incoming
wave height, the berm width, and the seawall shape.
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The observations presented here result from bulk observations over a complete irregu-
lar wave run, ensuring robust statistics. The detailed dynamics of each individual wave
impact are not isolated by the measurements. However, the overall results are in agreement
with the qualitative observations performed during the experiments. In particular, it has
been observed that the most reflective shapes (vertical and curved) are actually the most
efficient in reflecting most individual wave impacts. However, placed in an irregular wave
field, this does not systematically result in lower overtopping and energy transmission due
to the complex local interactions between the incident and reflected wave fronts just up-
stream of the seawall, regularly leading to the opposite effect. The sloping seawall showed
much lower reflection, but also a clear ramp effect, inducing an increase in overtopping and
wave transmission for nearly all conditions. The stepped and compound seawalls showed
visually more regular but weaker overtopping than the vertical and curved seawalls. The
stepped/compound seawalls do not establish a impassable obstacle, but they are very
efficient in buffering the wave energy by increased breaking-induced dissipation, whatever
the depth and wave conditions.

In the general context of global sea level rises and increases in the vulnerability of
low-lying coral islands, the present database can be used for operational engineering
purposes, but it may also be helpful in calibrating numerical wave models for which the
representation of wave dynamics in such complex environments remains a major challenge.
The present study was totally focused on hydrodynamics, and did not consider wave
load and stability issues. However, it is worthwhile to mention that the most effective
configurations, in terms of shape and position, are certainly those for which the loads are
minimized.
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